Haemoglobins from adult sheep and from foetuses of different ages were crystallized, using a standard procedure. The optical properties, cell dimensions and space-groups of the wet and, where possible, of the air-dried crystals were determined, and surveys were made of the lower order diffraction patterns in each of the principal crystal zones.
INTRODUCTION
The relation between the haemoglobins obtained from adults and foetuses of the same animal species has been a subject of interest to physiologists for many years, and many physical and chemical techniques have been applied to its investigation. Interest in the subject began with the observation th at foetal and adult bloods differed in their most characteristic physiological property, namely, the oxygen dissociation curve. Generally, the foetal curve lies to the left of the adult one when plotted according to the usual convention; th a t is to say a t any given oxygen pressure foetal haemoglobin is oxygenated to a greater extent than adult. In addition, the two curves differ in shape; in adults the curve is pronouncedly sig moid while in foetuses it approaches a rectangular hyperbola. There are numerous complications-e.g. the effects of concentration and of pH, and the differences in behaviour between haemoglobin in the corpuscle and in solution-nevertheless, it seems clear enough th at the dissociation curves are intrinsically different in all the species examined. These differences have been studied by many workers over a long period; the present position has been summarized by Barcroft (1946) .
These observations stimulated a great many attem pts to find other physical differences between adult and foetal haemoglobins, attem pts which were generally successful. A brief enumeration of the more' im portant of the differences reported will sufficiently indicate their variety; rate of alkaline denaturation (man: von Kruger 1925; von Kruger & Bischoff 1925 ? von Kruger, Bischoff & Schulte 1926 Haurowitz 1930; Brinkman, Wildschut & W ittermans 1934; Brinkman & Jonxis 1935) , rate of spreading in monolayers a t the isoelectric point (man, goat, cow: Brinkman & Jonxis 1935 , crystalline form (man: Nicoletti 1930 Nicoletti , 1932 Perrier & Jannelli 1931; Haurowitz 1935) , immunological specificity (man: Darrow, Nowakowsky & Austin 1940) , solubility (cow: Wyman, Rafferty & Ingalls 1944) ' electrophoretic mobility (man: Andersch, Wilson & Menten 1944; sheep: Adair 1939) ; number of terminal amino-acid residues (man: Porter & Sanger 1948) .
Fundamentally, the discussion of the problem of the non-identity of foetal and adult haemoglobin involves an acceptance of the idea th a t the term 'chemical individual ' can properly be applied to proteins; granted this-and it would now seem to be established beyond all doubtdifference in property between two proteins, when observed under identical environmental conditions, argues con clusively a true * chemical,' or structural difference between them.
Hence the unanimous verdict of so diverse a series of physico-chemical tests leaves little room for doubt th at adult and foetal haemoglobins from the same species do in fact possess different molecular structures. Nevertheless, it was thought by the present authors th at the methods of X-ray crystallography could usefully be applied to the problem, because potentially they are capable not only of establishing whether two proteins are structurally dissimilar, but also of revealing the nature of some of the structural differences between them. The techniques of crystallography and X-ray analysis are particularly applicable to the present investigation, since the haemoglobins readily form crystals of unusual perfection. Fortunately, too, identical methods of crystallization and examination can be used, thus satisfying the above-mentioned criterion of identical environments, which is, of course, crucial and which the peculiar characteristics of proteins sometimes make it difficult to satisfy.
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to discover the nature of a t least some of the structural differences between them. Secondly, the choice of sheep as a species enabled us to extend the comparative studies of the haemoglobins, the species specificity of which has been well known since the classical morphological studies made by Reichert & Brown (1909) on haemoglobins crystallized from numerous animal species. This species specificity, which occurs in many types of protein, must have a basis in differences of molecular structure, but the nature of these differences has yet to be found.
Unfortunately, the complete realization of these objects is beset by certain difficulties which are inherent in the X-ray analysis of substances as complex as the crystalline proteins. In the first instance it must be admitted th at nothing short of a complete structure analysis can, except in favourable circumstances, provide incontrovertible evidence of a definite molecular difference between two substances so closely related as foetal and adult haemoblobin seem likely to be.
-Of course the application of X-ray methods makes it possible to dispose with certainty of the case where two apparently dissimilar crystals are different only in habit but identical in internal structure, containing the same molecules arranged in the same way in the same unit cell and space-group, and therefore produce identical diffraction patterns. B ut quite apart from this the frequently occurring phenomenon of polymorphism makes it possible for the same molecular species to form two or more types of crystal which are different not only morphologically but also in respect of the X-ray patterns they produce, the mode of packing of the molecules into a crystal lattice being different in the different cases. For instance, we were able to prepare two distinct crystalline materials from foetal haemoglobin. These crystals belong to different space-groups, have different cell dimensions-one cell containing four molecules and the other two-and yield diffraction patterns dissimilar in every respect. Yet, as will be shown in the sequel, there is little doubt of the identity of the proteins in the two materials. This example underlines the danger of drawing positive conclusions from X-ray evidence in the absence of a complete structure determination and illustrates the point th at differences of diffraction pattern can only establish a prima facie case for molecular differences, a case which must be supported by other evidence which is in general not fully conclusive.
As to our second object, possibilities of discovering the structural basis of species specificity will depend, a t the present stage of X-ray technique, on the nature of the structural differences involved. They may be on a gross scale, involving changes in the size of the asymmetric unit,* in the relative positions of subunits and in the arrangement of the polypeptide chains within them, or, alternatively, there may only be changes in the detailed composition, amino-acid sequence, and stereo chemical configuration within the chains, the general ( arrangement remaining * The 'asymmetric u n it' is a term frequently used in X-ray analysis to define the smallest unit of pattern in the structure. I f V is the unit cell volume, d the crystal density, s the number of general (asymmetric) positions in the unit cell as determined by the space-group symmetry, and N Avogadro's number, then the molecular weight of the asymmet M a -VNd/s. I f the molecular weight M of the substance is known, M/Ma may be an integer (p), in which case the molecule consists of at least p chemically and structurally identical subunits.
unaltered. Experience gained in the X-ray analysis of horse haemoglobin suggests th a t the former type of specificity should be detectable, while the latter probably lies beyond the powers of resolution of our present methods even if the analysis were pushed to the limit. Not even gross structural characteristics (apart from the size of the asymmetric unit) can a t present be elucidated, however, without a very detailed and lengthy analysis to which different types of crystal do not lend themselves equally readily. Through accidents of habit and molecular packing some forms of protein crystal are capable of yielding much more information than others, and until the more superficial comparative studies have surveyed the field it is not possible to determine where a more intensive attack would be most profitable. As will be indicated below, none of the crystals of foetal or adult sheep haemoglobin proved to be particularly suitable for detailed analysis; the present study, therefore, was more concerned with a general survey of the types of crystal structure which occur in the foetal-adult haemoglobin system of sheep, than with a far-reaching examination of any one of them, and it represents no more than a beginning in the field of comparative studies of the crystalline proteins.
An account is first given of the techniques employed, both preparative and X-ray; and this is followed by a description of the morphological and optical properties of the crystals obtained, and of the results bearing on the foetal-adult haemoglobin problem which were obtained by study of their X -ray diffraction patterns. Finally, we enumerate a number of findings, relevant to general questions of protein structure, which emerged in the course of the research.
EXPERIM ENTAL TECHNIQUES
Crystallization of haemoglobins
The methods used were essentially those described by Keilin & Hartree (1935) , as modified by Perutz (see Boyes-Watson et al. 1947) . In all cases the haemoglobin was oxidized to methaemoglobin prior to crystallization, since methaemoglobins can be stored without special precautions; it transpired th a t crystals of methaemo globin could be kept in their mother liquor for periods up to 6 months a t room temperature without apparent change. Recent work on horse haemoglobin has shown th at there is no essential difference between the structures of the oxy-, carboxy-and met-forms of the same haemoglobin, the crystal^ of all three being isomorphous (in contrast to reduced haemoglobin which possesses an entirely different crystal structure).
In brief, the method was to remove the serum from whole blood by repeated washing with isotonic saline, followed by haemolysis of the corpuscles by simple freezing a t -20° C. Stromata were then removed by filtering through celite. The haemoglobin was oxidized by adding saturated potassium ferricyanide. Potassium ferrocyanide and excess ferricyanide with other impurities were then removed by dialysis against water. Finally, crystallization was effected by salting out with ammonium sulphate, the .more insoluble proteins being removed by a preliminary half-saturation. Simple dialysis cells with cellophane membranes were employed, and in this way it was possible to carry out slow crystallization over periods of about a week, with production of large crystals. In general, it was necessary to control the pH of the solution by means of phosphate buffers, a series of dialysis cells a t different pH 's being set up for each protein in order to find the optimum. In practice a relatively small change of the order of 1 to 2 pH units is sufficient to alter completely the habit and size of the crystals formed.
In the case of adult sheep methaemoglobin it was found th a t precipitation began a t about 70 % saturation with ammonium sulphate, and th a t the most satisfactory crystals were obtained a t pH 's between 5 and 6, unbuffered ammonium sulphate being suitable in this instance.
The sample of foetal sheep's blood used for the main p art of the present researches was supplied by Sir Joseph Barcroft, being derived from a foetus aged approxi mately 95 days (sheep number 685*); it may be noted th a t sheep are normally bom on the 147th day of pregnancy. The foetal haemoglobin was found to be precipitated a t between 60 and 65 % saturation with ammonium sulphate; careful parallel tests with blood samples from the mother of the foetus, worked up under identical conditions, showed th a t the difference in solubility was quite real. A similar difference nas been noted by Karvonen (1947) . Optimum conditions for crystallization of foetal haemoglobin were found to be a t a pH of 6*5, and as will be indicated later, on one occasion a mixture of two forms was obtained in these circumstances, though in all other cases only one type of crystal was formed.
Technique of X-ray analysis
The methods adopted in mounting wet crystals and in photographing their X-ray diffraction patterns were in general closely similar to those employed in the work on horse haemoglobin (Boyes-Watson et al. 1947) and will not be further described here. All photographs were taken with Cu Ka-radiation on flat plates, the specimen-plate distance being 6 or 10 cm.
One change in technique was the use of a 'hanging backstop' to reduce air scattering in the central regions of the photographs.! Instead of the conventional method of mounting the backstop immediately in front of the film, a lead disk was suspended by means of a glass fibre from a head fitted with translation movements, the disk being about 1 cm. in front of the plate. Adjustment was carried out optically. By this simple method photographs were obtained which, while not so free from air-scattering as those taken with a vacuum camera, were quite adequate in most cases. The distance of 1 cm. between backstop and plate was arrived a t by trial as a compromise; a t larger distances the scattering is reduced even further, but as the distance increases the backstop cuts off progres sively more of the lower angle reflexions. 3
We do not propose to discuss the general properties of haemoglobin crystals (e.g. shrinkage on drying) which dictate the use of special techniques of analysis, since these properties and techniques have been fully described elsewhere. All the haemoglobin crystals examined here, both adult and foetal, give the type of diffraction photograph which has now become familiar for protein crystals. In the wet state sharp reflexions extend to spacings of about 2*5 A; on drying the crystals this pattern disappears to a greater or lesser extent, and only compara tively few reflexions around the centre of the photograph remain.
The best value for the molecular weight of adult sheep haemoglobin is 68,000 (Adair 1928 
Morphological and optical properties
Adult haemoglobin was found to crystallize in only one form, and this is shown in figures 1 and 2, plate 10, to consist characteristically of triangular plate-like crystals. The plates were found to be monoclinic with the a and 6 axes lying in the plane of the plate and the a axis usually being parallel to one of the long edges. The faces around the edges of the plate are bevelled and correspond to the faces of a distorted rhombohedron (figure 2). Determination of the direction of the three optic axes was not practicable, since the crystals were generally too thin for cutting sections normal to the (001) face.
The crystals are strongly pleochroic when viewed with the light incident normal to (001), the direction of greatest absorption being parallel to [010] , as in mono clinic horse haemoglobin. I t may be supposed th a t the strong pleochroic absorp tion is due to the conjugated ring systems of the haem groups in the molecule, all four haem groups being more or less parallel and reinforcing one another optically. On this hypothesis the b axis lies in the plane of the haem groups, which would be approximately normal to (001).
Cell dimensions and space group
Oscillation photographs of the wet crystals, taken about the three principal crystal axes, gave the unit cell dimensions a -164A, b = 70A, c = 66A, and /? = 94*5°. Reflexions are absent for (h + k) odd; no other systematic absences were observed. Hence the possible space-groups are (72, and C 2/m. Of these the two latter are excluded, since crystals containing only one stereoisomer of an optically active compound cannot belong to any of the non-enantiomorphous space-groups. The space-group must therefore be (72, which has four general positions in the unit cell; the number of molecules per cell must be a multiple or submultiple of this number.
The density of the wet crystals suspended in 3*25 M-ammonium sulphate solution was measured by the method of McMeekin & Warner (1942) , as described by Perutz (1946) , and found to be 1*225. The crystals shrink visibly on drying, in dicating th at when wet they contain a considerable proportion of liquid of crystal lization. Unfortunately the diffraction pattern obtained from the dry crystals was so poor th a t it was not even possible to measure their cell dimensions. Hence the number of haemoglobin molecules per unit cell, which is normally derived from the cell volume, density and water content of the dried crystals has in this case to be calculated from the experimental data for the wet crystals. This can be done in several ways, each of which involves the introduction of an arbitrary but plausible assumption.
For example, from the density and from the wet-cell volume we may calculate the cell weight as 561,000 in molecular weight units, i.e. just over 8 times the molecular weight of 68,000. The degree of shrinkage observed on drying makes it highly unlikely th at the number of molecules per cell is as great as 8 (which would leave room for only 3 % of water). The far more likely number is 4-i.e. the same as the number of general positions-an assumption which leads to a value of 55 % for the percentage of liquid of crystallization in the wet cell, corresponding closely to the figure of 52 % for horse haemoglobin. Smaller numbers of molecules per cell (2 or 1) would give much higher percentages of liquid of crystallization than have been observed in any other protein.
The number of molecules per unit cell can also be found by making the alter native assumption that, as in the case of horse haemoglobin, the concentration of ammonium sulphate in the liquid of crystallization is about two-thirds th a t in the suspension medium. This gives a value for the specific volume of the liquid of crystallization; the specific volume of the protein is known (Adair & Adair 1936) . From these figures we may calculate the weight fraction of protein in the system, and hence deduce the number of molecules in the unit cell. This calculation leads to the value 3-9.
We may therefore take it as very probable th a t the number of molecules per unit cell is 4, i.e. the same as the number of general positions. This means th at no intrinsic symmetry elements can be deduced for the molecule, though there is equally no evidence for the absence of such elements. There are no striking absences or powerful reflexions among the low orders of A00, or 0(M, so it is not possible to draw any immediate deductions about the packing of the molecules in the cell.
J. C. Kendrew and M. F. Perutz (ii) F o e t a l s h e e p m e t h a e m o g l o b in
Mention has already been made of the fact th a t foetal haemoglobin can crystal lize in two forms. One of these, the needle-shaped or orthorhombic type, is in variably obtained on salting out with ammonium sulphate under suitable con ditions; the other, known as the monoclinic type, was obtained on one single occasion only in admixture with the orthorhombic type, and is presumably less stable. The two forms will be described in turn.
(a) Orthorhombic f o r m : morphological and optical prope
This, the common form of foetal sheep haemoglobin, appears as thin needles as shown in figure 3 , plate 10. The needles sometimes show terminal dome faces, and another characteristic phenomenon is th a t of a re-entrant angle a t one end of the needle-due presumably to twinning. In some preparations there is a tendency for the needles to flatten out into long laths of extreme thinness (as in the photograph).
The crystals exhibit straight extinction, the slow ray coinciding with the needle axis. They are strongly pleochroic, the direction of the electric vector for maximum absorption also coinciding with the needle axis, which was chosen as b by analogy with the adult crystals. As in the latter case the deduction may be made th a t the haem groups are parallel within each molecule, and th a t the molecules are so dis posed in the crystal th a t the haem groups are parallel throughout the crystal, in planes containing the needle axis and roughly normal to the flat face of the needle.
X-ray examination
The study of these crystals presented considerable difficulties on account of their unfavourable habit. To obtain even a feeble diffraction pattern long exposures of 12 to 24 hr. were required, and it was also necessary to use crystals which were unusually large in two dimensions, in order to compensate for their excessive thinness in the third, and this meant th at spots adjacent in the pattern tended to fuse together, making indexing difficult. This trouble was aggravated by the fact th a t two of the crystallographic axes turned out to be very long (over 100 A).
The unit-cell dimensions of the wet crystals are a = 112 A, 6 = 108 A and = 56 A ; the orientation of the three axes can be seen from the drawing in figure 4, plate 10. I t will be noted th at a and 6 are nearly equal and th at c is roughly half of each of them, relations which probably explain the occurrence of various types of twin. Absences are hkl when (h + l) is odd and OfcO when k is odd. Ruling out nonenantiomorphous space-groups for the reason explained above, is the only one compatible with the X-ray data. This has eight general positions in the unit cell.
On drying in air the crystals shrink considerably and break up very badly. 5° oscillation photographs of the dried crystals showed only two or three spots even when long exposure times were used, and to interpret them it was necessary to assume th a t the space-group had remained the same during shrinkage (an assumption found to be justified in the cases of all protein crystals hitherto ex amined). On this basis the dry-cell dimensions are a = 78A, b -99A and c = 54A; it may be seen from table 1 th a t the a dimension has shrunk to a very much greater extent than the other two.
The crystals had to be dried from ammonium sulphate solution which always left a certain amount of salt included within the crystals, and hence their density could not be measured. Assuming a value of 1*27 for the dry density, by analogy with horse methaemoglobin and other protein crystals, the cell weight is 324,000 in molecular weight units which clearly sets an upper limit of four for the number of molecules of weight 68,000 per unit cell. Since there are eight general positions per unit pell, this means th a t each molecule must lie in a special position on a diad axis, and must therefore consist of two structurally identical halves.
(6) Monoclinic form : morphological and optical properties
These crystals form parallelogram-shaped plates, far thicker than the ortho rhombic needles described above, and with edges bevelled in the manner of a dis torted rhombohedron. For light passing through the crystal normal to the largest face pleochroism could not be detected; for light parallel to the flat face only slight pleochroism was observed. Extinction was oblique, the slow ray being parallel to the short diagonal of the principal crystal face. I t is clear th a t in this type of crystal the haem groups do not all lie in parallel planes throughout the structure; in fact they must be disposed so th a t their optical anisotropies practically cancel one another in all directions. Unfortunately, the few crystals available were used up before their morphology and optics had been fully determined.
Unit-cell dimensions and space-group
The cell dimensions of the wet crystals are a = 55 A, 83 A, c = 64A and ft = 102°. The only systematic absences are OfcO for k odd. Excluding once again non-enantiomorphous space-groups, P 2X is the only one compatible with the X-ray data. This contains two general positions in the unit cell.
On drying in air the crystals retain as high a degree of order as do orthorhonibic horse methaemoglobin or insulin; faint spots can still be seen in the diffraction pattern at positions corresponding to spacings of 7 or 8 A. This small degree of disordering may perhaps be correlated with the low liquid content of the crystals in the wet state-only 41 % by volume, as compared with 55 % for adult sheep haemoglobin and 52*4 % for monoclinic horse haemoglobin.
Measurement of the density of the dry crystals was again impracticable, since the crystals had been dried from ammonium sulphate solution. However, assuming as before that the density of the dried crystals is 1*27, the weight of the dry unit cell is 148,500 in molecular weight units, which is incompatible with any number other than two molecules of weight 68,000 per cell. It should perhaps be pointed out th at the assumption about the density of the dry crystals is not so arbitrary as it may seem, since all proteins have practically identical partial specific volumes in solution, and the density of air-dried crystals generally seems to vary only between about 1*25 and 1*29 in accordance with individual differences in molecular packing and water content.
The space-group of the dried crystals is the same as th a t of the wet, viz. The dry dimensions are given in column 7 of table 1. I t will be seen th a t the shrinkage effects are quite different from those of horse methaemoglobin, which also possesses a monoclinic unit cell. In the latter case remained constant until the last stage of drying, while b and c remained almost constant throughout; on the other hand, /? changed from 111 to 137-5°. In other words, in horse haemo globin shrinkage takes place almost entirely by a shearing of the whole cell, the value of c sin fi altering from 51-4 to 36-5 A; and this has been interpreted as due to a layered arrangement of the molecules in the lattice, the layers approaching one another more closely as water is removed from between them. By contrast, in foetal sheep haemoglobin we find th a t /? remains practically constant while the three cell dimensions all shrink. The final percentage contraction in the cell volume is the same, viz. 32 %, but we may deduce th a t the disposition of the molecules and of the liquid of crystallization must be entirely unlike th a t in horse haemoglobin. 4
ON TH E NO N -ID EN TITY OF FOETAL AND ADULT SH EEP HAEMOGLOBINS
The foregoing section has shown th at in point of crystal structure, adult sheep haemoglobin differs entirely from both the forms of foetal haemoglobin which were examined. The differences extend to all characteristics of the structure-spacegroup, cell dimensions, water content, mode of shrinkage and the details of the diffraction patterns. But it will also have been noted th a t the differences between the two types of crystal obtained from foetal haemoglobin solutions are quite as great as those between adult crystals and either form of foetal crystal. Further evidence must therefore be adduced in support of any contention th a t adult and foetal haemoglobins are distinct molecular species, since the crystallographic evidence alone for such a distinction could be paralleled by equally good evidence th at monoclinic and orthorhombic foetal crystals contained different molecular species.
The identity of monoclinic and orthorhombic foetal haemoglobin
The last possibility can readily be disposed of. In the preparation containing monoclinic foetal crystals there was, as already mentioned, a mixture of this variety with the normal orthorhombic ones. I t was, however, possible to isolate with a needle a number of monoclinic crystals, and to dissolve these in distilled water. From the resulting haemoglobin solution a fresh crop of crystals was prepared by salting out, and examination showed this new crop to be identical with the needleshaped, orthorhombic type. Although it was not possible to carry out the reverse transformation (as already stated, the monoclinic type of crystal was only obtained on a sin g le occasion), there seems to be no doubt th at the two kinds of crystal are in fact modifications of the same protein.
Recrystallization experiments with adult and orthorhombic foetal haemoglobins
A totally different behaviour on recrystallization was exhibited by specimens of adult haemoglobin and of orthorhombic foetal haemoglobin. In every experiment with either material the recrystallized product was morphologically, optically and (in the few cases tried) in regard to its X-ray diffraction pattern, identical with the parent preparation. That is to say, specimens of adult haemoglobin invariably recrystallized to monoclinic plates of the type described earlier in this paper, while foetal specimens formed characteristic needles of orthorhombic type. The recrystallized product appeared to contain one type of crystal only, and to be free from amorphous material. I t should be emphasized th at in these recrystallization experiments the conditions of pH, protein concentration, etc., were the same in parallel tests carried out on adult and foetal specimens, the only difference being th a t foetal haemoglobin was normally precipitated at 65 % and adult a t 70 % saturation with ammonium sulphate.
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Behaviour of artificial mixtures of adult and foetal haemoglobin
To test the possibility th a t adult and foetal haemoglobins might form mixed crystals-a possibility which, if found to occur, would gravely complicate the situation-a series of artificial mixtures of adult and foetal methaemoglobin solutions was prepared, and subjected to the normal technique for crystallization. The results obtained are summarized in table 2, where A refers to the normal adult type of crystal, and F to the orthorhombic foetal variety. These results show th at adult and foetal haemoglobin have no tendency, at any rate under these conditions, to form mixed crystals. They also provide support for the hypothesis th at the proteins concerned are distinct, since if the proteins were identical and the distinction between 'ad u lt' and 'foetal' crystals were merely a case of polymorphism, such distinction would be lost in solution and artificial mixtures would be expected to precipitate entirely as crystals of one type or the other. Vol. 194 . A.
Experiments on haemoglobins derived from late foetuses
If, indeed, foetal blood contains a haemoglobin different from th a t of the adult, then it is clear th a t a t some stage in the development of the animal there must be a change-over from the foetal to the adult form, and the presumption is th a t such a change-over would be more or less gradual, and th a t an examination of the blood obtained from the animal a t this stage would reveal the presence of a mixture of the two kinds of haemoglobin. Other workers had tentatively concluded th a t this change-over takes place during the last month or so of foetal life, i.e. after about the 120th day of pregnancy. This view has been supported by the work of Karvonen (1947, personal communication) , who plotted the solubility curves in ammonium sulphate solutions of foetal haemoglobins of various ages, using as test material samples of blood from the same sheep foetuses as were examined by us from the crystallographic point of view. Karvonen concludes from the shapes of these curves th a t there are in fact a t least two distinct types of sheep haemoglobin, and th a t up to about the 120th day foetal blood contains almost exclusively the foetal form, but th a t after this point the proportion of adult haemoglobin increases until a t birth it is present to the extent of perhaps 30 or 50 %. He furthermore finds the phenomena occurring in very young lambs' blood too complicated to be explained except on the assumption th a t there is a t least one more distinct form of haemoglobin, making three in all (a possibility mentioned by Barcroft (1935) ).
Although Karvonen worked with carboxyhaemoglobin instead of methaemoglobin, the broad outlines of his findings with young foetuses and with adult sheep corresponded closely, from the crystallographic point of view, with the results described in the earlier part of this paper, the crystalline forms of his precipitates Of carboxyhaemoglobin being similar to those which we obtained with methaemoglobin. However, in the case of salted-out precipitates derived from the blood of foetuses in the last month of foetal life, new and complicated phenomena were observed. From a 144-day foetus, for example, both triangular plates and needleshaped crystals were obtained on different occasions; from other samples he obtained a new type of crystal altogether, apparently of the same variety as those described by us below. In the case of young lambs crystalline aggregates of another new form were obtained, consisting of oval crystalline plates showing strong birefringence. In general, these haemoglobin solutions from late foetuses and young lambs were difficult to crystallize a t all, much of the haemoglobin being precipitated in an amorphous form, behaviour in marked contrast to th a t of adult haemoglobin and of haemoglobin derived from younger foetuses, both of which crystallize completely and with great readiness. V In parallel with these experiments, we have attem pted to crystallize by dialysis a number of methaemoglobin samples from late foetuses, with the following results.
(a) Foetus aged 95 days {sheep no. 685) Samples from this foetus were used for all the work on foetal haemoglobin described earlier in this paper, and as already stated they yielded orthorhombic needle-shaped crystals, crystallization being complete and the crystals being all alike.
(b) Foetus aged 120 days ( sheep no. 682) This foetus gave results exactly similar to those of (a).
(c) Foetus aged 129 days ( sheep no. 689) This time crystallization was very slow, but finally there appeared a small crop of needle-shaped crystals which turned out to be different from the normal ortho rhombic foetal crystals, the habit being rather different and the direction of maximum pleochroic absorption (and of the higher refractive index) now being perpendicular to the needle axis instead of along it. Unfortunately, the crystals were far too small for X-ray examination, and after allowing them to stand for some days in the mother liquor it was observed th a t foetal crystals of the normal type (with maximum absorption along the needle axis) began to appear, and in the end completely replaced the first metastable form.
(d) Foetus aged 144 days {sheep no. 697)
The precipitate first obtained was apparently amorphous, and only after standing for 10 days did a few crystalline particles make their appearance; they were needle-like in form, but too small even to enable their optical characteristics to be determined.
Thus there are definite signs th a t a mixture of haemoglobins is present in foetuses aged more than 120 days.
Discussion
If two apparently different crystals have identical space-groups, cell dimensions and diffraction patterns, it is certain th at they are composed of the same molecules; but if two crystals give different diffraction patterns all th at can be said is th a t the molecules of which they are copiposed may be different. In the present case, therefore, it has been necessary to invoke other and less direct evidence. We have the circumstance th a t haemoglobins crystallized from a number of adult sheep give homogeneous crops of crystals which are identical both morphologically and as revealed by X-ray examination; while from different foetuses (of ages less than 120 days) we also obtained homogeneous crops of identical crystals, and these too maintained their identity on recrystallization. But the foetal crystal is always different from the adult type (in internal structure as well as in habit), and since the crystallizations of the two varieties were always carried out under exactly similar conditions, it seems reasonable to conclude th at we are really dealing with two different proteins. The only doubtful point would appear to be the possibility of mixed crystal formation; but it is difficult to believe th at mixed crystals could pass undetected after recrystallization, in view of the striking changes in behaviour observed when artificial mixtures were prepared. In any case even this hypothesis, which seepis a most unlikely one, demands the presence of a t least two proteins, in different proportions in the two cases.
Our findings with blood samples from late foetuses also conform to the general picture. We suppose th a t the foetal type of haemoglobin which alone is present in the blood of foetuses aged less than 120 days gradually gives place after this date to the adult ty p e; the blood of late foetuses should contain a mixture of haemo globins, and this is made very plausible by the similarity in behaviour on salting out between haemoglobins from late foetuses on the one hand, and artificial mixtures of adult and of early foetal specimens on the other-However, the tim e table of the change-over remains unknown in detail.
There is, then, strong circumstantial evidence th a t foetal and adult haemoglobins, in sheep a t any rate, are distinct chemical individuals. I t remains to find the nature of the structural differences between them. There seem to exist certain differences in molecular symmetry which will be discussed in the next section. Apart from these there are no structural features which could be unravelled without pursuing the X-ray analysis to much greater detail than was practicable in this investigation. The X-ray work did, however, lead to certain results which are relevant to the general problem of haemoglobin structure, and these will now be considered.
FIN D IN G S RELEVANT TO G ENERAL PROBLEMS OF HAEMOGLOBIN STRUCTURE
In this section are discussed a number of points which emerged in the course of the X-ray examination of adult and foetal sheep haemoglobins and which, while not all bearing (iirectly on the primary problem of this research, do throw some further light on structural questions.
The densities of foetal and adult haemoglobin crystals: calculations of 'bound water'
One of us has discussed fully in two papers (Perutz 1946; Boyes-Watson et al. 1947 ) the significance of the swelling and shrinkage properties of haemoglobin crystals, the distinction between 'bound' and 'free' water, and the methods which may be used to evaluate the amount of the former. These methods were developed from those of Adair & Adair (1936) and of McMeekin & W arner (1942) , modified to make use of the information provided by X-ray analysis. I t has been shown th a t the amount of 'bound w ater' may be derived from a knowledge of the density of the wet crystal, of the partial specific volume of the anhydrous protein in solution, and of the dimensions of the unit cell. The density of the wet crystal may be determined by the method of McMeekin & Warner, while the partial specific volume has been shown by Adair & Adair (1936) to be nearly constant for a number of proteins, and to be the same no m atter whether the protein is in solution or in the form of a crystalline suspension. The value for adult sheep haemoglobin is 0*7524 a t 20° C.
In the present case it was possible to determine the densities of wet crystals of adult sheep haemoglobin and of monoclinic foetal haemoglobin; but for the ortho rhombic variety of foetal haemoglobin consistent results were impossible to obtain by the method of McMeekin & Warner owing to the excessive thinness of the crystals. The values obtained in the former two cases, and the calculated value of w, the weight of 'bound w ater' per gram of protein, are shown in table 3. For comparison the table also gives the corresponding quantities for horse haemoglobin and human haemoglobin.
.' I t will be seen th at in spite of a fairly wide variation in total percentage of liquid of crystallization, the values of w are the same within the limits of experimental error. This is one of the few points of close resemblance so far discovered between the crystal structures of different haemoglobins, and it perhaps gains in significance from the fact th a t in the case of horse haemoglobin, where the overall molecular dimensions are known with some degree of certainty, a calculation of w from these dimensions on the assumption th a t the bound water forms a monomolecular layer over the whole surface of the protein molecule, gives a value of 0*28 g./g. protein.
Within the limits of error this is identical with the experimentally determined values for all four proteins. 
Evidence for intramolecular layering in foetal haemoglobin
The most striking feature of the diffraction pattern obtained from monoclinic foetal crystals is to be found in the OkO reflexions. F oscillation photograph taken with the crystal rotating about c* and the beam parallel to a; the central region contains the 0 reflexions, and the equatorial spots in this region are the O&O's. I t will be observed not only th a t the odd orders are absent as demanded by the space-group, but also th a t 080 is almost absent and 060 completely so, while 040 and 0,10,0 are extremely powerful. Other pictures show th a t 020 and 0,12,0 are weak. The strikingly powerful 040 and 0,10,0 reflexions, and the relative weakness of other even orders, can only be due to a very marked layer structure running through the unit cell, the layers being normal to b and the projected electron density along this axis being essentially made up by Fourier summation of two components respectively one-fourth and one-tenth of the b axial length-i.e. 21 and 8-3 A. The contributions of the other visible OkO reflexions would be very small, and a knowledge of the relative phases of 040 and 0, 10,0 would make it possible to construct a fairly realistic one dimensional projection of the electron density in the cell on to a line parallel to b; it is unfortunate th at in this space-group the phases of the O&O's are not neces sarily 0 or it , so th a t there is no possibility of applying the same methods of analysis asyyere used by one of us (M.F.P.) in the case of the real OOZ's of horse haemoglobin.
Since, however, there are only two molecules in the unit cell it seems impossible th at strongly marked periodicities of 21 and 8-3 A could be produced intermolecularly; it seems reasonable to deduce th at they are the expression of a welldeveloped intramolecular layering. Furthermore, since the layering runs right through the cell, the layers in the twd molecules must be parallel to one another. I t has been pointed out th a t the monoclinic type of crystal exhibits very slight pleochroism and high absorption in all directions-in other words, the haem groups in the two molecules of the cell cannot be parallel. That is to say, the haem groups must be disposed a t an angle to the layering, for if they were parallel to the layers strong pleochroism also should be exhibited (since the layers parallel in the two molecules). The properties of orthorhombic foetal crystals agree with this scheme, since it is apparent from their strongly pleochroic properties th a t in them the haem groups are parallel throughout the cell, which means th a t the intra molecular layers cannot be so; and indeed the diffraction pattern exhibits no special absences among the lower orders which might be anticipated if layering throughout the cell existed.
I t is interesting to see how the intensities of the 0&0 reflexions change on drying. Figure 6 , plate 10, is the dry crystal diffraction pattern corresponding with the wet picture of figure 5 ; it will be seen th a t 020 is now very powerful, 080 strong, and 040 fairly strong, while 060 is very weak. If the two original photographs are superimposed it can be seen th at the wet 0,10,0 very nearly lies on top of the dry 080. This observation suggests th a t the layering postulated for the wet crystal persists in the dry state, and lends colour to the belief th a t-as in the case of horse haemoglobin-the layering is intramolecular and little affected by drying, though of course these points could not be proved without a knowledge of the phases and the construction of one-dimensional Fourier projections for each state.
The pronounced periodicity of 8-3 A should be compared with the spacing of just under 9 A found in the case of the four layers in the molecule of horse haemoglobin (Boyes-Watson et al. 1947) .
Shrinkage experiments with monoclinic foetal haemoglobin
In the case of horse haemoglobin the study of the drying of the crystals was extended by isolating intermediate shrinkage stages, the technique being to open the capillary containing a mounted crystal for a certain time, and then to close it again and take an X-ray photograph; if the time was suitably chosen enough water had escaped for the crystal to shrink partially. Other shrinkage stages were obtained by opening the tube for further periods, until eventually the typical air-dried pictures were obtained. In this way two intermediate shrinkage stages were isolated.
This method has the limitation that the shrinkage is difficult to control, being secured merely by allowing an indefinite quantity of water to escape from the system. Furthermore, there is no means of determining a t what vapour pressurethe water escapes-for if, indeed, the water exists in the crystal in discrete layers, as the evidence indicates, each layer would be expected to come out a t a character istic vapour pressure.
A new method, which will be fully described elsewhere, was therefore devised in order to allow the shrinkage process to be carried out under controlled conditions. Its essence is to keep the crystal in an atmosphere of constant and known aqueous vapour pressure until equilibrium has been attained, and then to measure its cell dimensions and so forth. For this purpose the crystal is mounted in a thin-walled quartz tube as usual, and the latter is then inserted into the mouth of a glass chamber (about 1 cm. cut from the bottom of a small test-tube is suitable) and fixed there with plasticine, the whole being made sufficiently gastight by covering the plasticine plug with vacuum grease. Into the glass chamber are placed a few drops of a solution of known vapour pressure, and the whole device is then mounted on the goniometer head of the X -ray camera in the normal way. The solution found to be most suitable for the purpose is aqueous calcium chloride, since the vapour pressure of the saturated solution (about 6 mm. Hg a t 20° C) is low enough to dry the crystal completely, so th a t by altering the calcium chloride concentration the entire needed range of vapour pressure can be covered. Furthermore, the crystal can be preserved over calcium chloride solutions for considerable periods without degeneration taking place.
In the case of monoclinic foetal crystals two calcium chloride concentrations were chosen, giving vapour pressures intermediate between those required to maintain the crystal in the fully wet state and to dry it completely. Table 4 shows the cell dimensions measured from crystals kept above these solutions; the fully dry and fully wet dimensions are also given for comparison. Although it is not possible in a case such as this (where high-order reflexions are no longer visible) to measure cell dimensions to the nearest Angstrom, owing to absorption effects and other errors, the small difference of 1A between some of the figures in the table are real, since the photographs when superimposed show im mediately the difference between the axial lengths as the spots drift out of perfect alinement across the picture. The intensities of the reflexions alter on shrinkage, as well as the cell dimenions; in other words there are a t least four quite distinct lattices. I t will be seen th a t as drying proceeds the three cell axes do not shrink simultaneously or to the same ex ten t; b has shrunk by only just over half the full amount at the stage when a and c have shrunk to completion. This is more clearly shown in figure 7 , where axial lengths and cell volume are plotted against vapour pressure. Unfortunately, the supply of monoclinic crystals was too small to enable us to make a study of their shrinkage in more detail, or, in particular, to discover whether, as seems to be the case for horse haemoglobin, the dimensions decrease in a series of jumps as the cell shrinks; on this hypothesis the curves of figure 7 would show a series of steps if analyzed more closely. I t may, however, be observed th at the decreases in cell dimensions fall into two groups-those of 1A and those of 5 to 6 A. The latter correspond in magnitude to the stepwise changes in this thickness of the water layer of horse haemoglobin.on shrinkage.
The diffraction pattern of orthorhombic foetal haemoglobin
The general features of the X-ray pattern of these crystals have been described in §3 (p. 382) above, and it has been shown th a t the cell contains four molecules of molecular weight 68,000, lying in special positions on diad axes. The photographs show further that, a t least over most of the central regions, reflexions OH are absent when Jc is odd, whereas according to the space-group only those with l odd should be absent. Close examination shows th a t weak reflexions with odd appear again further out in the diffraction pattern (e.g. 054, 074) , and in one case among the low orders (012). The special absences among the low-order OH's lead to certain interesting conclusions which will now be considered. Normally, absences of the type OH with k odd would point to the presence of a glide plane. This solution would involve the turning of right-handed into lefthanded molecules and can therefore be excluded in a protein crystal. I t might be argued, however, th at each asymmetric unit in the protein molecule may be treated as a mass of scattering m atter within which the detailed stereochemical configuration does not m atter so far as the low-order reflexions are concerned, and th at these 'diffuse' masses of scattering m atter may be related by ' pseudo % glide planes. The presence of such planes would give rise to a pseudo-doubling of the number of asymmetric units in the cell. These units could be identical in their coarse features but differ in stereochemical detail.* This is the explanation adopted by Crowfoot & Schmidt (1945) for similar features in the diffraction pattern of a crystal of tobacco necrosis virus.
In the present case an alternative procedure has been adopted, first because the concept of a pseudo-glide plane was thought to be unnecessarily complex, and secondly because it turns out th at absences of the type 0 with 1c odd could well extend over the entire range of sin OjX without necessitating the introduction of any symmetry elements requiring right-handed molecules to be turned into lefthanded ones. Our argument runs as follows.
In order to simplify our examination of the implications of the special absences we may suppose, in the first case, th a t they extend over the entire range of sin OjX covered by the diffraction pattern. We may represent an asymmetric protein unit (of unknown size a t this stage) by a (purely formal) asymmetric tetrahedron and place one such tetrahedron in a general position y, and in general orientation in the unit cell, which is shown in projection along the a axis in figure 8 a and b . I f we now allow the symmetry elements of the space group to operate on the tetra hedron at x, y, z, we obtain the set of eight tetrahedra shown in bold figure 86. These eight tetrahedra, of course, give rise only to the space-group absences and not to the special absences of 0 with 1 c odd. In order to account for the latter we must add a second set of eight tetrahedra (shown in faint lines in figure 86 ), such th a t for each tetrahedron at x, y, z there is another with z unchanged, y changed to y + | and x changed by an arbitrary amount In effect anothe lattice is introduced which is related to the first by translations of \y and x + x '.
The additional set of eight tetrahedra has not introduced any new symmetry element into the pattern or altered the size of the unit cell, yet it shows clearly th a t a minimum of sixteen identical protein units is required in order to produce the special absences among the Olcl reflexions. Since the number of molecules per unit cell is only four, this means th a t each of them must be composed of four identical subunits. The fact th at some reflexions with k odd are actually present in the higher orders may mean either th a t the two sets of eight units differ in fine structure or th at their relative positions and orientation are nearly but not exactly determined by the translations mentioned above.
Summing up, we may conclude th a t each molecule of weight 68,000 consists of two exactly identical units of 34,000, and th at each of these in turn is composed of two units of molecular weight 17,000. The latter may either be similar in their general structural features, but differ in their finer stereochemical details, or else they may be identical in all respects, but occupy positions slightly different from those dictated by the absent reflexions. In any case the molecule must consist of four subunits of a t least approximately equal molecular weight of 17,000. The four subunits may lie a t the corners of a square or rectangle (if = -x') or of a regular tetrahedron or a t some intermediate position. Any such arrangement would be compatible with the symmetry elements, and so far the X-ray data offer no clue ai| to the exact arrangement of the subunits.
The molecular symmetry of haemoglobins I t has been known for some time that, like certain other proteins, a number of haemoglobins split into smaller subunits in dilute solution or on addition of urea. Thus Wu & Yang (1932) have shown by the osmotic pressure method th at in urea solution the haemoglobins of horse and ox dissociate into fragments of molecular weight about 34,000, while those of dog and (adult) sheep do not. In the case of horse this result was confirmed by Steinhardt (1938) , who also showed the splitting to be reversible, re-association taking place on removal of the urea by dialysis. Simple dilution may produce the same effect, as was shown by Pedersen (1933) 1 1 Figure 8a . Symmetry elements in the space-group B 22x2 projected on to the a plane.
The symbols and conventions conform to those of the International Tables (1935) . and by Tiselius & Gross (1934) , who measured the sedimentation constant and ^diffusion constant respectively of horse haemoglobin at various dilutions. In both cases they found evidence of dissociation into subunits a t concentrations less th an about 0*5 %. Svedberg & Hedenius (1934) report an even more pronounced effect for cat haemoglobin. More recently, Gutfreund (1946) measured the sedimentation constant as a function of concentration for horse haemoglobin and foetal sheep haemoglobin and found definite evidence of splitting in each case and particularly in the latter where it even seems likely th a t the dissociation may proceed beyond the stage of half molecules of molecular weight 34,000 (there were, in fact, indications th a t in the most dilute solutions dissociation into quarter-molecules takes place); in the case of adult sheep haemoglobin, however (Gutfreund 1947) , there was no evidence of splitting, in agreement with the results of Wu and Yang. Using another technique (osmotic pressure), McCarthy & Popj4k (1947) report similar results, th a t maternal sheep haemoglobin shows no tendency to dissociate a t high dilution, but th at haemoglobin from sheep foetuses of ages ranging from 80 to 112 days dissociates appreciably a t concentrations below 2 %.
T urn in g now to the results of X-ray analysis we wish to suggest a correlation between the highest symmetry displayed by the molecules in the crystal lattice, and their powers of dissociation in solution; in other words, th a t molecules which are situated on axes of symmetry in the crystal lattice and which are thus shown to consist of a t least two structurally identical parts, may dissociate in solution; furthermore, the size of the dissociation products seems to be the same as the size of the smallest asymmetric unit in the crystal. This statem ent implies th at these subunits cannot be joined together by peptide or other covalent links (e.g. disul phide or ester linkages), but must be joined by bonds which are capable of dis sociation in the presence of water. So far no protein has been shown to dissociate into subunits smaller than the smallest asymmetric unit in the crystal; this might, however, be a result of the very limited amount of work which has so far been done on this aspect of protein chemistry.
I t does not follow th at the molecule always displays its full symmetry in the crystal. Thus in both horse and foetal sheep haemoglobins there are two forms, in one of which the molecule lies on a diad axis, while in the other it is in a general position. For the present discussion it is the highest symmetry exhibited in any form which is relevant.
The following three cases exemplify this suggested correlation: (1) Horse methaemoglobin This protein crystallized in the monoclinic space-group (72, which has four general positions, with only two molecules per cell; the molecule therefore exhibits diafcd symmetry. Dissociation occurs both on dilution and in the presence of urea. (The orthorhombic form has space-group with four molecules in general positions, no special symmetry of the molecules being exhibited.) (2) Foetal sheep haemoglobin
The orthorhombic form of crystal, with space-group B 22x2, has four molecules in a cell containing eight general positions; the molecule therefore exhibits diad symmetry. Pronounced dissociation occurs on dilution. (The monoclinic form, with space-group P 2 15 has two molecules per cell in general positions, and reveals no molecular symmetry.)
In addition, we have shown th a t in the crystal the molecule must consist of four similar or identical subunits of weight 17,000 each. At high dilutions the ultracentrifuge results suggest th a t splitting into four subunits may take place.
(3) Adult sheep haemoglobin
The only crystalline form of this protein which has been discovered has the spacegroup < 72, with four molecules in a cell containing four general positions. The molecules therefore exhibit no intrinsic symmetry, and pending discovery of other modifications, may provisionally be held to possess none. There is no evidence of dissociation either on dilution or in presence of urea.
The above results are suggestive, but clearly further evidence from other species and other proteins is required before the correlation can be regarded as established. In the latter connexion it is noteworthy th a t the insulin molecule, which displays trigonal symmetry in the crystal, dissociates into three equal parts in dilute solution a t appropriate pH (Gutfreund 1948 ).
6. CONCLUSIONS 1. Adult sheep methaemoglobin forms monoclinic plates belonging to the spacegroup (72. Under identical conditions of crystallization methaemoglobin prepared from foetuses aged less than 120 days is precipitated either as orthorhombic needles (space-group B 22x2) or as monoclinic plates belonging to the space-g There is evidence th at the two latter types of crystals are modifications of the same protein, and th a t this protein is different from the haemoglobin of the adult sheep.
2. In artificial mixtures of foetal and adult haemoglobin crystallization is largely inhibited. Those crystals which do appear are either of the adult or of the ortho rhombic foetal type, depending on which protein forms the major p art of the mixture. A similar inhibition of crystallization is shown by haemoglobin of foetuses approaching term. Thus there is evidence of a mixture of proteins being present in late foetuses, but the details of the change-over from foetal to adult haemoglobin are still obscure.
3. No general picture of the structural differences between the adult and the foetal haemoglobin has emerged from this study, mainly because such differences were obscured by differences in molecular packing. There were, however, certain indications of differences in molecular symmetry which could be correlated with differences in the dissociation properties of the two proteins in solution. Adult haemoglobin forms an asymmetric unit of molecular weight 68,000 in the crystal and shows no sign of dissociating in dilute solution; foetal haemoglobin, on the other hand, is shown to consist of four identical or nearly identical subunits of molecular weight 17,000 which are symmetrically related in the crystal, and correspondingly it tends to split into quarter molecules in dilute solution.
Proc. Roy. Soc., A , volume 194 Monoclinic foetal haemoglobin shows evidence of an intramolecular layering with a period which is made up of the sum of two Fourier components, one of 21 and the other of 8-3 A spacing. The phase relation between these has still to be found.
The four haem groups are probably parallel or nearly parallel in both the adult and the foetal haemoglobin molecule.
4. A new method of controlled shrinkage a t constant humidity has been developed and applied to monoclinic foetal haemoglobin. Shrinkage was shown to proceed by transition between different sets of unit-cell dimensions, each of them stable a t a definite humidity.
5. Both the adult and the foetal forms of sheep haemoglobin contain 'bound w ater' amounting to about 0*3 g./g. protein, which is of the same order as in haemoglobin of horse and man. The amount of ' bound water ' does not depend on the total volume fraction of liquid present in the wet crystals. X -ray study of foetal haemoglobin R e f e r e n c e s
